Let’s reboot the maker mentality
in this country. Let’s bring back
domestic manufacturing of all
kinds. Let’s keep people employed
and contributing right here at
home. Let’s strengthen local
economies, domestic supply chains
and our sense of community.
Let’s manufacture a better future.

The gig economy is wearing people out. Let’s create the kinds
of jobs that come with benefits and a paycheck that provides
something more than the minimum wage. Manufacturing does
that. Making things at work helps parents tell their kids what
they do for a living in a very short elevator speech.

When you’re ready to expand, we can help. Zekelman Industries is a family
of companies, 100% domestic manufacturers, offering structural steel and
pipe products, as well as innovations for building multi-family housing
and customizable factories that really bring communities together. What
we make lets the water flow, keeps the lights on, helps builders build and
employs thousands. We like what we do, and we love where we do it.

Let’s recognize the power that our purchase decisions truly have. When what we
buy is made overseas, frequently by exploited people in sweatshop conditions,
we encourage those practices and deny our neighbors badly needed opportunity.
Let’s rely a little less on global supply chains that are too easily disrupted by
glitches in remote parts of the world. Let’s look for “Made in America” again on
the things we buy. Let’s shop with purpose.

American factories are the cleanest and greenest in the world, particularly
when it comes to manufacturing products made of steel. We know. We’ve spent
hundreds and hundreds of millions putting up manufacturing facilities of our own
that keep the air clean, protect the people that work in them, and actually leave
the water cleaner than it was when we set up shop. Waste and inefficiency are
not only damaging to the environment, they simply can’t compete in the U.S.
marketplace. Resources here are called “precious” for a reason.

Thank you for the passion and the pride,
the determination, the daring and the
drive. Thank you for building the kinds
of businesses that build community
and make this country a better
place. We understand the power of
commitment and know what it means
to take risks. We may not compete in
the same markets, but we’re one of you.
We’re with you. We’re with anyone who
wants to make it here.

